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ABSTRACT
We describe a new adaptive timestep criterion for integrating gravitational motion,
which uses the tidal tensor to estimate the local dynamical timescale and scales the
timestep proportionally. This provides a better candidate for a truly general-purpose
gravitational timestep criterion than the usual prescription derived from the gravi-
tational acceleration, which does not respect the equivalence principle, breaks down
when a = 0, and does not obey the same dimensional scaling as the true timescale
of orbital motion. We implement the tidal timestep criterion in the simulation code
GIZMO, and examine controlled tests of collisionless galaxy and star cluster models, as
well as fully-dynamic galaxy merger and cosmological dark matter simulations. The
tidal criterion estimates the dynamical time faithfully, and generally provides a more
efficient timestepping scheme compared to an acceleration criterion. Specifically, the
tidal criterion achieves order-of-magnitude smaller energy errors for the same number
of force evaluations in potentials with inner profiles shallower than ρ ∝ r−1 (ie. where
a → 0), such as star clusters and cored galaxies. For a given problem these advan-
tages must be weighed against the additional overhead of computing the tidal tensor
on-the-fly, but in many cases this overhead is small.
Key words: methods: numerical – gravitation – hydrodynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
Numerical astrophysical simulations nearly always involve
(1) gravity, and (2) a wide dynamic range of spatial and tem-
poral scales. When gravity is important, simulations must
evaluate the gravitational field at every point in the simula-
tion domain, typically an expensive operation, but in many
cases this only needs to be done frequently for a small subset
of the simulation that is evolving on short timescales. The
use of an adaptive timestep criterion can permit calculations
that are otherwise computationally prohibitive, if it can be
properly scaled to the physical timescale of the system. Even
if the simulation advances on a “uniform” timestep ∆t (all
elements advancing simultaneously), this timestep is almost
always adaptive in time, usually chosen to be the largest
possible timestep which satisfies some stability or accuracy
criterion for all resolution elements at a given instant.
Achieving both numerical stability and accuracy re-
quires, in general, that ∆t is smaller than the timescales over
which the system is dynamically changing. For e.g. a test
particle in a circular orbit (velocity Vc) at a radius r around
? E-mail: mike.grudic@northwestern.edu
a point mass of mass Menc, this is just the usual dynamical
time
tdyn = Ω
−1 = r
Vc
=
√
r3
GMenc
, (1)
which would provide a natural candidate for the timestep
∆t ≤ √η tdyn, (2)
(where η is a dimensionless tolerance parameter that sets
the overall integration accuracy, dependent on the actual
integration method). Of course, in this case, the relevant
timescale is obvious precisely because the simplicity of the
problem means analytic solutions are known, which would
allow us to use arbitrarily large timesteps. The challenge in
e.g. N-body simulations is deriving a truly general criterion
when the solutions are not known (hence the simulation).
So-called “collisional” or “direct” N-body codes (e.g.
Wang et al. 2015) designed to integrate the trajectories of
a (relatively small) number of point masses can resolve this
by using high-order integration methods for which accurate
higher-order derivatives of the particle motion are available.
Different ratios of these derivatives can then be combined
into satisfactory timestep criteria (Aarseth 2003). However,
© 2018 The Authors
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many gravity codes designed for cosmology, galactic dynam-
ics, star formation or star cluster dynamics, or small-body
(e.g. asteroid, dust) planetary dynamics, as well as multi-
physics applications such as fluid dynamics or stellar struc-
ture, are necessarily “approximate.” These may feature “N”
bodies much less than the true number of “particles” or
“point masses,” self-gravity of continuous fields like fluids,
softened gravity, approximate (but efficient) representations
of long-range forces (e.g. tree or multipole or particle-mesh
methods), or a wide variety of other timestep constraints
(e.g. the Courant condition) which must also be considered.
This generally bars the use of such high-order integration
methods. In these applications, the most widely-adopted so-
lution is to construct a timescale from the acceleration a and
the “size”  of the resolution element:
∆t ≤
√
η
|a| , (3)
where  has dimensions of length, and could correspond to
the actual hydrodynamic cell size for an Eulerian grid code
(e.g. Kravtsov et al. 1997; Truelove et al. 1998; Stone et al.
2008; Fryxell et al. 2000; Teyssier 2002; Bryan et al. 2014),
moving mesh code (Springel 2010; Duffell & MacFadyen
2011; Duffell 2016), or meshless Arbitrary Lagrangian Eule-
rian (ALE) code (Hopkins 2015; Hubber et al. 2018), the ker-
nel size for a smoothed particle hydrodynamics code (Rasio
& Shapiro 1991; Monaghan 1992; Bate et al. 1995; Springel
2005; Wadsley et al. 2017; Price et al. 2018), or the simply
the gravitational softening length for N-body simulations.
We will refer to Eq. 3 as the “acceleration criterion”. Power
et al. (2003) showed that this timestep criterion gives satis-
factory results in dark matter-only cosmological simulations,
adequately controlling artificial heating due to integration
errors and thus ensuring that the accuracy of the simu-
lation was limited by other factors such as resolution and
force accuracy. It is the de-facto standard timestep criterion
for galaxy simulations in particular, but has also found use
in many other types of simulations, and is implemented in
many of the codes cited above.
Although it does perform well in certain applications,
Eq. 3 is not wholly satisfactory as a truly general-purpose
gravitational timestep criterion. One issue is that it does
not respect an important physical symmetry. Consider a
system embedded in an externally-imposed uniform gravi-
tational field gext. gext can be arbitrary large, to the point of
dominating a, but this does not alter the equations of mo-
tion for the system’s internal dynamics, once transformed
to the uniformly-accelerated frame. Moreover, any integra-
tion scheme of second order or higher (i.e. any scheme used
for serious numerical calculations) integrates the uniformly-
accelerated component of the motion exactly, so it should
not enter the timestep criterion. However Eq. 3 would be
altered, and the numerical solution in turn.
Eq. 3 also fails to accurately capture the timescale of
motion in arbitrary systems. For instance, if integrating mo-
tion of the Earth-Moon system, clearly ∆t ought to be some
fraction of a month. However, once one considers the Sun,
the a experienced by the Earth and Moon is dominated by
the contribution of the Sun’s gravitational field, which is two
orders of magnitude greater than the fields exerted by the
Earth and Moon upon each other. Moreover in an N-body
system with finite  introduced around e.g. some “stars” or
“planetary bodies” (to represent either their true physical
extent or to simply prevent divergent accelerations in close
passages), clearly  has no physical significance in the grav-
itational orbits when it is much smaller than the separation
between those bodies. Eq. 3 can also fail catastrophically in
certain instances. Consider a spherically-symmetric poten-
tial with finite central density ρ0: test-particle orbits about
the center can be approximated to leading order as simple
harmonic motion with period
T0 =
√
3pi
Gρ0
, (4)
but Eq. 3 gives a timestep
∆t ≤
√
η
r
T0, (5)
which diverges as r → 0 (some other timestep limit will
explicitly or implicitly be needed), and so particles can take
artificially large “jumps” if their timestep is evaluated when
r → 0. Even in the opposite limit (“large” r  ), this is
inefficient, demanding a number of timesteps per orbit ∼
(r/)1/2 despite  playing no role in the dynamics here.1
Zemp et al. (2007) noted this and proposed a solution
wherein ∆t is scaled to an estimate of tdyn in Eq. 1 obtained
by determining some “effective enclosed mass and radius”
about which each particle is orbiting (calculating an “effec-
tive density Menc/R3 between each pair of particles and total
mass enclosed in various directional “cones”). While is more
general than Eq. 3, it still remains closely tied to the idea
of quasi-circular orbits in spherically-symmetric potentials
and can fail in more complicated geometries (as well as in-
troducing substantial computational complexity).
But there is a conceptually simple and well-motivated
local estimator of tdyn which does not require arbitrary pa-
rameters, specific assumptions about the geometry or mat-
ter distribution or types of orbits, or added computational
complexity (processing of “interaction lists” or many passes
through the gravity tree). Consider the tidal tensor T, the
gradient of the gravitational field:
T ≡ ∇ g. (6)
T has dimensions of [time]−2 so can directly be converted to a
timescale, is independent of uniform external accelerations,
is well-defined for any orbit structure or matter distribution,
is computable for any method with a well-defined g, and
scales in a manner similar to Eq. 1 for spherically-symmetric
systems (as desired). In fact Dehnen & Read (2011) did
consider a timestep criterion derived from T, noting these
advantages as well as the fact that it captured the desired
behaviors of higher-order estimators described above, but
dismissed the computation of T as computationally “extrav-
agant.” However, although it may be true that for some
1 Of course many other timestep criteria have also been proposed,
which have similar issues to Eq. 3 and are less widely-used, in-
cluding Courant-like criteria ∆t ∝ / |δv | (where δv is a local rela-
tive/signal velocity) or ∆t ∝ |δv |/ |a |, or local self-gravity criteria
with ∆t ∝ (Gρ)−1/2 (see discussion in Power et al. 2003; Hopkins
et al. 2018). The former break down like Eq. 3 at orbital apoc-
enters, Lagrange points, and/or potential extrema, and also do
not respect the equivalence principle; the latter cannot account
for any external or collective forces.
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specialized N-body applications the additional overhead is
significant, in many modern memory-intensive multi-physics
simulations the overhead of computing T is negligible (and in
many simulations T is already computed for other purposes;
Vogelsberger et al. 2008; Renaud et al. 2017; Pfeffer et al.
2018; Li & Gnedin 2019). In this paper, we will show that
T can provide an excellent estimator of the local dynamical
time and a simple, flexible adaptive timestep criterion with a
number of advantages (at least in some problems) compared
to previous prescriptions.
2 A TIDAL TIMESTEP CRITERION
2.1 Definition
To convert T to a timestep, it is instructive to consider the
tidal tensor in a Keplerian potential:
TKij =
GM
r3
(
−δi j +
3xi xj
r2
)
, (7)
where xi are the Cartesian coordinates and r2 =
∑
x2i is the
distance from the central mass M (defined as the origin).
Obviously T includes the dynamical time tdyn, but we desire
a positive-definite, coordinate-invariant scalar to determine
the timestep, which can be constructed from its eigenvalues2
λi . A natural candidate is the invariant Frobenius norm:
3
| |T| |2 =
3∑
i
λ2i =
3∑
i
3∑
j
T2i j, (8)
where the latter expression holds in any Cartesian coordi-
nate system, and is convenient because it does not require
the values of λi to be computed. Computing this for the
Keplerian tidal tensor (Eq. 7), we see that
| |TK | |2 = 6G
2M2
r6
. (9)
Thus, we define the invariant tidal timescale ttidal such that
the dynamical time is recovered in the Keplerian limit:
ttidal =
( | |T| |2
6
)−1/4
. (10)
Then, the tidal timestep criterion is that the timestep be
less than some fraction of ttidal:
∆t ≤ √η ttidal, (11)
keeping the convention where η is proportional to the inte-
gration error for a second-order integrator. This defines the
tidal timestep criterion.
2.2 General behaviour and comparison with
acceleration criterion
We now explore how the tidal timestep criterion behaves
in a wider range of gravitational potentials. First, let us
compare how the tidal and acceleration criterion behave in
the simplest non-trivial case, in the vicinity of two point
masses. In Figure 1 we plot the local timestep in this po-
tential, relative to the value it would have if only one of the
point masses were present. The acceleration criterion breaks
down at the midpoint between the two masses, reaching ar-
bitrarily large values as a → 0. With the tidal criterion,
the second mass makes the timestep stricter than before ev-
erywhere except within a small region where it is slightly
(< 1.07 times) larger. Thus the tidal criterion has the de-
sirable property that adding additional perturbations to the
system typically results in a stricter timestep. This is essen-
tially because only very special mass distributions can cause
the norm of the tidal tensor to cancel out entirely (e.g. in-
side a spherical shell, where a large gravitational timestep is
physically correct).
Now consider a spherically-symmetric mass distribution
whose central region is described by a power-law:
ρ (r) = ρ0
(
r
r0
)α
. (12)
The tidal tensor at a point on the x-axis is:
T = −GM (< r)
r3

α + 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 (13)
and we have
ttidal =
(
6
3 + 2α + α2
)1/4
tdyn, (14)
where for −3 < α < −1 we have ttidal between 1−1.3 tdyn (with
tdyn ≡ Ω−1 = (G M(< r)/r3)−1/2). Thus this exactly recovers
the desired Keplerian-like behavior as r → ∞ and always
closely reflects the local dynamical time. It is worth noting
that the correct tdyn is recovered by ttidal even in models
which do not have finite mass: e.g. the singular isothermal
sphere (α = −2 above), or a Navarro et al. (1996) profile
(with α→ −1 and ttidal ≈ 1.3Ω−1 as r → 0, and α→ −3 and
ttidal ≈ Ω−1 as r →∞).
2.3 Implementation
The most efficient method for computing T in simulations
depends on the algorithm used to compute g. In many N-
body methods, the most straightforward method is to use
2 Since T is a real symmetric tensor, it has 3 real λi .
3 The invariant Trace(T) = ∇ · g = −∇2φ = −4piG ρ is not use-
ful for timesteps as it contains only the local density information
(no long range forces) and vanishes in vacuum. The determinant
of T can be used to define a timestep ∆t = ( |det(T) |/2)−1/6 which
behaves similarly to our Frobenius norm prescription for spher-
ical potentials, but T becomes ill-conditioned (and the timestep
vanishes) if the matter distribution is highly anisotropic (in e.g.
sheets or filaments).
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)
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Figure 1. Effect of adding a perturber upon the timestep taken, for our proposed tidal timestep criterion (Eq. 11; left) and the commonly-
adopted acceleration criterion (Eq. 3; right). We plot the timestep ∆t obtained (colors) at locations (x, y) in the potential of a pair of equal
point-masses (black points at (±0.5, 0)), relative to the timestep ∆t0 obtained if only the point-mass at x = −0.5 were present. Adding a
second mass makes the tidal timestep (Eq. 11) stricter than before essentially everywhere (∆t . ∆t0). Near the Lagrange point at (0, 0),
the acceleration vanishes and so Eq. 3 allows ∆t  ∆t0, and confines the region of small timesteps near (+0.5, 0.5) to a smaller volume.
the linearity of T to sum the contributions of each particle:
Ti j (x) =
N∑
n=0
−∂i∂jΦn (x − xn) =
N∑
n=0
∂i
[
gn, j (x − xn)
]
, (15)
where Φn (or gn j) is the contribution of particle n to the
gravitational potential (or acceleration component j) as a
function of the separation x− xn, and the partial derivatives
are with respect to the target position x. For point masses
this amounts to summing Eq. 7, however if a softened force
law is used for gravity then the tidal contribution should
be softened accordingly. What is useful is that the function
−∂i∂jΦn (x − xn) = ∂i
[
gn j (x − xn)
]
is known analytically for
all x − xn, so this can in principle be evaluated in the same
particle sweep as the evaluation of g in e.g. tree or direct
N-body methods.
In Fourier-based methods, where Fourier transforms are
used to solve the Poisson equation for Φ and then trans-
formed back to obtain g (after replacing ∂j with wavenumber
k j in Fourier space), evaluating T is also straightforward, as
it simply “pulls down” an additional power of k.
Alternatively, if the gravitational potential or the grav-
itational field is known at the position of each resolution
element in the simulation, T can be estimated via direct nu-
merical differentiation of g(xi) or Φ(xi), in a gradient sweep.
3 NUMERICAL TESTS
We will now test the efficiency of the tidal timestep crite-
rion given by Eq. 11 in N-body simulations. For this purpose,
different measures of efficiency can be defined. As is stan-
dard, we will use the relative energy error |∆E |/E to quantify
the level of integration error. For a code using an integra-
tion scheme of n’th order, the energy error is expected to
scale ∝ N−nstep, where Nstep is the number of particle-timesteps
taken in the simulation. Therefore, neglecting other sources
of error such as force errors, the total number of particle-
timesteps to achieve a given energy error will generally scale
as
Nstep ∝
( |∆E |
E
)−1/n
. (16)
As the integration accuracy can always be adjusted by vary-
ing the timestepping tolerance parameter η, one figure of
merit for a timestep criterion is the total number of timesteps
required for a solution of a given energy error.
This definition of efficiency quantifies the raw efficiency
of the method as a timestepping scheme, neglecting any
computational overheads. However, in the case of the tidal
criterion, we shall find that the additional computational
overhead of the tidal tensor calculation increases the CPU
time per particle-timestep. Therefore, a complete evaluation
should consider the total wall-clock time to solution required
for a given accuracy. We will evaluate both notions of effi-
ciency.
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)
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Figure 2. Timesteps calculated for each particle in a statisti-
cal realization of collisionless equilibrium Plummer spheres (top;
with softening  = 0.1) or Hernquist-profile spheres (bottom;
 = 0.05) with G = M = a = 1 and 105 particles, scaled to the
tolerance parameter
√
η. Contours indicate ±σ quantiles of par-
ticles’ timesteps in radial bins. We compare the tidal (Eq. 11)
and acceleration (Eq. 3) criteria, as well as the “dynamical time”
tdyn ≡ (GM(< r)/r3)−1/2. The tidal criterion generally tracks tdyn
more closely and does not diverge as r → 0.
Because we simulate only gravitational physics, our re-
sults represent the worst-case scenario for the overall com-
putational efficiency of the tidal criterion in comparison to
the acceleration criterion. In general, the relative overhead of
the tidal tensor summation will be reduced by the addition
of any other physics modules beyond just gravity.
3.1 Code
We run simulations with GIZMO (Hopkins 2015), a multi-
method, multi-physics N-body and hydrodynamics simula-
tion code. The subset of GIZMO’s N-body integration, do-
main decomposition, and gravity solver routines are largely
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Figure 3. Relative energy error as a function of number of force
evaluations to completion in different simulations, using the tidal
criterion (Eq. 11) and the acceleration criterion (Eq. 3) with
η = 0.01, 0.0025, and 0.00625 as implemented in GIZMO. This
isolates the respective efficiencies of the timestepping schemes,
disregarding additional overheads incurred by computing the tidal
tensor. In the isolated and merging Hernquist problems, the tidal
criterion is as efficient as the acceleration criterion, while in the
isolated Plummer sphere it is much more efficient, owing to the
fact that the central acceleration vanishes (so Eq. 3 breaks down).
derived from GADGET-3, itself descended from GADGET-
2 (Springel 2005). Gravity is solved via the approximate
Barnes & Hut (1986) tree-code method using a geometric
opening criterion Lnode/R < 0.5, where Lnode is the side-
length of an octree node and R is the distance between
the target position and the node centre of mass. The equa-
tions of motion are integrated according to the second-order
‘kick-drift-kick’ (KDK) scheme with an adaptive timestep
(Springel 2005). Timesteps are discretized in a powers-of-
2 hierarchy, where the timestep taken by a particle is the
largest power-of-two subdivision of the total simulation time
that satisfies the timestep criteria. For a given simulation,
we adopt a fixed gravitational softening according to a stan-
dard cubic-spline kernel (see Hopkins 2015). Throughout,
we set the softenings roughly according to the ‘optimal’ val-
ues given in Dehnen (2001), minimizing the mean force er-
ror with respect to the underlying collisionless equilibrium
model. When quoting gravitational softening lengths in this
work, we quote the Plummer-equivalent softening length  ,
a factor of 2.8 smaller than that radius of support of the
cubic spline kernel. We sum the tidal tensor at each position
in the simulation in the same pass through the Barnes-Hut
tree as is used to sum the gravitational field, and use the
same gravitational softening. This is essentially the same as
the method used to calculate T for cosmological applications
in Vogelsberger et al. (2008).
MNRAS 000, 1–8 (2018)
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Figure 4. Relative error as a function of actual wall-clock time to
solution in different simulations, using the tidal and acceleration
criteria with η = 0.01, 0.0025, and 0.00625. The relative overhead
of the tidal tensor computation (a factor of ∼ 2 in the force-tree
neighbour computation) makes the tidal criterion somewhat less
efficient in the Hernquist problems, however it is superior in the
Plummer problem despite the overhead.
3.2 Simulation Setup
We run three different collisonless N-body problems, to eval-
uate how the tidal and acceleration criteria perform when
integrating paticle motion in different types of potentials. In
all simulations G = 1.
First, we simulate an isotropic Plummer (1911) model
with unit mass and scale radius, described by the density
distribution
ρ (r) = 3
4pi
1
(1 + r2)5/2 . (17)
We initialize the model in collisionless equilibrium with 105
particles, and run it for 1000 time units. The Plummer-
equivalent gravitational softening length is set to 0.1. This
model has a flat inner density profile and a relatively steep
fall-off in density, and thus roughly models gravitationally-
bound star clusters.
Second, we simulate a Hernquist (1990) with unit mass
and scale radius, described by the density distribution
ρ (r) = 1
2pi
1
r(1 + r)3 . (18)
We also initialize this model in collisionless equilibrium
with 105 particles and simulate it for 1000 time units. The
Plummer-equivalent gravitational force softening is set to
0.05. This model has an inner density cusp of the form
ρ ∝ r−1, and thus serves as a model for the collisionless (ie.
bulge or dark matter halo) component of a galaxy, where
such density cusps form naturally (Navarro et al. 1996).
Third, we simulate a merger between two copies of the
above Hernquist model. We initialized the models 10 dis-
tance units apart on a parabolic encounter with a pericenter
of 1. The encounter was then simulated for 100 time units,
during which the galaxies eventually merge after making an
initial close passage. This problem probes how the timestep
criteria perform in a more dynamic situation, when the grav-
itational potential is varying on a timescale comparable to
the dynamical time and the system undergoes violent relax-
ation.
3.3 Results
In Figure 2 we plot the timesteps calculated by the code for
each particle in the isolated Plummer and Hernquist sim-
ulations as a function of radius. As expected, the timestep
set according to the tidal criterion tracks the true dynam-
ical time more closely in models where it is well-defined.
The acceleration criterion generally computes a timestep
that reaches a minimum at a radius on the order of the
turnover in the system’s density profile, rising as r → 0 and
as r → ∞, but more slowly (a factor of r−1/2) than the dy-
namical time. In the Plummer model, we also see that the
acceleration criterion computes a timestep that begins to rise
toward the centre of the cluster, because the gravitational
field approaches zero. In contrast, the tidal timestep gener-
ally decreases monotonically as one approaches the centre of
the system.
The efficiencies of the different timestep prescriptions
are demonstrated in Figure 3, in which we plot the final
relative energy error as a function of the number of force
evaluations to completion. In all problems, the tidal crite-
rion requires at most the same number of force evaluations
for a given accuracy. In the Hernquist problems, the perfor-
mance is roughly comparable.4 However the tidal criterion
is much more efficient in the Plummer problem, incurring an
order of magnitude less energy error for a given number of
force evaluations. We believe that this is due to the stricter
timestep in the centre of the cluster, where the dynamical
timescale is the shortest and errors can be accumulated over
many shorter orbits. The tidal criterion is stricter here, while
the acceleration criterion breaks down (see Figure 2).
Figure 4 compares the errors versus wall-clock time to
solution, where the extra overhead of the tidal tensor calcu-
lation makes the tidal criterion somewhat less efficient than
the acceleration criterion in the Hernquist problem. But the
tidal criterion is still more efficient in the Plummer problem
(despite the overhead) owing to its much higher efficiency
per-force-evaluation. Of course, the cost in wall-clock time
will depend on the particular code, implementation of grav-
ity and details of the tidal tensor calculation, and whether
other physics is included.
4 It should be noted that in the Hernquist problems, the two
timestep criteria have about the same efficiency, but as we have
defined them they do not achieve the same error for the identical
value of η. This is merely a question of our (arbitrary) normal-
ization convention. If we take the Hernquist model as the “worst-
case” scenario, then achieving comparable errors and/or the same
average number of timesteps/force evaluations requires setting η
in Eq. 11 (the tidal criterion) a factor ∼ 1/2 lower than the η used
in Eq. 3 (the acceleration criterion).
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3.4 Cosmological simulations
We have also benchmarked the tidal criterion against the
acceleration criterion in dark matter-only cosmological sim-
ulations, essentially repeating the experiments performed in
Power et al. (2003). In these simulations, where dark matter
halos with Navarro et al. (1996)-like density profiles form
during gravitational collapse, artificial heating due to inte-
gration errors in the centres of dark matter halos can lead
to an artificially-large core radius, and thus numerical con-
vergence will be hampered. This error is in fact identical
in nature to the energy errors accumulated in the core of
the Hernquist (1990) model (which is identical to NFW in
the core) in the previous section. Unsurprisingly, we find
very similar performance and convergence behaviour for the
tidal criterion and acceleration criterion at the same num-
ber of force evaluations (as we did for the Hernquist (1990)
models).
3.5 Simulations with Uniform Accelerations or
Non-Ideal Softenings
In the tests above, we intentionally adopted the “best-case
scenario” for the acceleration criterion: we considered a
frame without any uniform acceleration (〈a〉 = 0) and set
the force softenings  approximately equal to the typical
inter-particle separation ∆x in the object centers. If we de-
viate strongly from these assumptions, we can significantly
degrade the performance of the acceleration criterion rela-
tive to the tidal criterion.
We have verified that, as expected, our tidal criterion is
invariant to an imposed uniform acceleration, while the ac-
celeration criterion gives smaller timesteps and higher wall-
clock cost (without improving the errors at fixed number
of force evaluations). If we make the force softening much
smaller than the inter-particle separation (  ∆x), the tidal
timestep is only weakly altered (as the tidal contribution
from previously-softened close encounters is modified), while
the number of force evaluations for the acceleration crite-
rion increases dramatically. If we make the force softening
much larger (  ∆x), the tidal criterion does allow slightly
larger timesteps (as tidal forces in inter-particle encounters
are reduced) but preserves the error per timestep, while the
acceleration criterion gives artificially large timesteps which
increase the error per force evaluation at fixed η.
3.6 Applications in “Multi-Physics” Simulations
We have also begun to explore application of Eq. 11 in multi-
physics simulations of star cluster formation (following e.g.
Grudic´ et al. 2018) and galaxy formation (following Hop-
kins et al. 2018). These simulations include self-gravity of
gas and collisionless particles (stars, dark matter), radiation-
magneto-hydrodynamics, chemistry and radiative cooling,
dynamical on-the-fly formation of new sinks or star particles,
cosmological integration, and other “sub-grid” physics (e.g.
feedback from newly-formed stars). The actual simulations
will be presented and studied in future work, but we briefly
describe the effects of the timestep criterion here. Note that
in these cases, the multi-physics nature means that there are
many different timestep criteria checked (with the shortest
being the one used by the code), so it is difficult to always
identify an unambiguous effect of Eq. 11. We generally find
that integration errors in the gravitational forces become
sub-dominant to other sources of error (e.g. hydrodynam-
ics) for modest η  0.1. In all these cases, the computational
overhead of computing T is negligible.
In our previous studies of star cluster formation us-
ing the acceleration criterion (e.g. Guszejnov et al. 2018),
we found that if we used adaptive force-softening (setting
 to the inter-particle separation), this artificially softened
and suppressed what should be “true” binaries and multi-
ples. But using a small (or zero) force softening to represent
point masses (following e.g. Bate 2009) with Eq. 3 leads
to arbitrarily small timesteps in the limit where  ceases
to correspond to any physical time-scale in the problem.
Eq. 11 more accurately and efficiently treats these cases,
and we have confirmed that it simultaneously accurately re-
covers the bulk orbital timescale of stars in the cluster when
close encounters are not important (the collisionless limit)
but also correctly switches to being dominated by the tidal
contribution of the nearest star (and accurately integrat-
ing multiples) when close encounters occur. In our galaxy
formation simulations, other uncertain physics (e.g. stellar
“feedback” processes) strongly dominate the error budget
so the effects of improved integration errors are generally
minimal. However, when dense, gravitationally-bound star
clusters formed in these runs (studied in Kim et al. 2018;
Ma et al. 2019), they generally had Plummer-like density
profiles which would relatively quickly “dissolve” owing to
the accumulation of integration errors when the acceleration
criterion was used (importantly, in a galaxy-scale simula-
tion, such clusters are not very well-resolved). Using Eq. 11,
the superior energy conservation in Plummer-like poten-
tials slows down this process substantially, giving order-of-
magnitude longer dissolution times for marginally-resolved
clusters.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We propose and test a new timestep criterion for integra-
tion of gravitational motion (Eq. 11), scaled to the charac-
teristic timescale defined by the tidal tensor (the timescale
over which the gravitational accelerations can change ap-
preciably). We show Eq. 11 performs at least as well as the
commonly-adopted acceleration-based criterion (Eq. 3), in
terms of number of particle-timesteps required to achieve
a desired integration accuracy. When integrating orbits in
potentials where the acceleration vanishes or becomes small
anywhere (e.g. the center of a Plummer or constant-density
sphere), Eq. 11 has notably superior performance, more ac-
curately integrating orbits through central passages where
the acceleration criterion breaks down. Moreover Eq. 11 is
independent of any uniform boost or acceleration (respects
the equivalence principle), is coordinate-independent, de-
pends only on quantities needed for the computation of grav-
itational forces (so can generally be evaluated in the same
sweep used to compute accelerations), is independent of the
force softening on scales larger than that softening, does not
make reference to any assumptions about the matter dis-
tribution or potential structure, and has a straightforward
physical motivation.
There is a vast body of work describing specialized in-
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tegration methods for evolving collisional N-body systems
(see Aarseth 2003, and references therein), and we emphasize
that specialized methods designed for a particular problem
will almost always outperform a general-purpose criterion
like Eq. 11. The role of a general-purpose timestep criterion
is not to be optimal in all cases but rather to be robust,
ensuring that an acceptable solution will be obtained in a
wide range of problems with as little fine-tuning as possible.
In this respect, Eq. 11 performs well, and most importantly
can interpolate correctly “on the fly” between “collisionless”
limits (where a given particle is moving through a smooth
background potential) and “collisional” limits (e.g. true hard
binaries, resolved clusters), without any fine-tuning by the
user. For broad classes of simulations of e.g. planet star and
galaxy formation, N-body dynamics, and self-gravitating
fluid dynamics, this should be useful.
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